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Mobilex A/S - DK-8660 Skanderborg - www.mobilex.dk

Lightweight front wheels
with fiber or aluminium wheel rims

Mobilex A/S - DK-8660 Skanderborg - www.mobilex.dk

Special tyres

Note: All rear wheels can be delivered in different combinations of pushrims or tyres.

Standard pushrims
Titanium, aluminium, stainless, high Friction

Special pushrims
Mobilex TopGrip and Spinergy TCG and TC

BOA high pressure air pump
High pressure (145 PSI / 10 bar)
Lithium powered (Li-Ion 2000 mAh)
Air pump packed with features

Other
accessories

The oval Mobilex Top-Grip pushrim has an antislip 

insert and offers a better grip that makes the 

wheelchair more manoeuvrable and easier to handle 

on uneven terrain. The smooth black anodized 

aluminium sides minimize the frictional heat during 

braking and speeding.

The new Spinergy TC (Tactical Control) Stain-less pushrim 

is made from a revolutionary new and lightweight stainless 

steel. It has a rolled and textured surface that combines 

high grip with stability and hardness, especially for a 

stainless steel pushrim.

The Spinergy TCG (Tactical Control Grip) is a fully 
coated pushrim that stands out due to its unique 
coating surface and superior durability. The TCG 
redefines what a coated handrim can be, because it 
uses an exclusive non-slip, latex-free neoprene coating.

High Friction soft

Titanium

Aluminium

Stainless

Plastic

High Friction medium



.... offroad living
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.... in everyday life
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.... at sports

Get even more durability with 24 of Spinergy's 
4mm patented PBO FIBER spokes in a wheel 
designed to perform in the most demanding 
contact sports. This wheel is responsive, offers 
extreme durability and is ideal for contact sport 
players. If you demand a lightweight quick 
accelerating and maneuverable wheel, the Sport 
Lite Extreme could be your answer. This wheel 
looks awesome, is stylish and allows you to 
focus on the game, not equipment failures (see 
left picture).

SLX Sport Lite Extreme

The 24" Mobilex Offroad wheel is delivered 
complete with a black aluminium double-
walled rim and black high flange hub with 
asymmetric mounting. It has a black alumi-
nium handrim and black "mountain bike" 
studded tyres. It is only available in 24" (see 
left picture).

Mobilex Offroad

The Ultralite wheel is a very light and inexpen-
sive wheel with a total weight of only 1120 
grams including tyre, inner tube and pushrim. 
It is supplied with black aluminium hub, black 
hollow rim, black spokes and a silver coloured 
aluminium pushrim and 1" tyres. It is only 
available in 24" (see left picture).

Ultralite

SPOX Everyday
Spinergy built its reputation as a market leader 
with the SPOX Everyday wheelchair wheel. They 
have been best seller for 15 years and are built to 
last. These wheels are the most rewarding up-
grade you can make on a wheelchair and the SPOX 
Everyday wheels are the entry wheel with a budget 
in mind (see right picture).

Flexrim
The Spinergy FLEXRIM is a revolutionary product 

that is changing the way people use a wheelchair. 

With the urethane material holding the pushrim 

onto the rim, it allows the user to push with out ever 

touching the tire. The ultra-light and extremely 

strong material allows the pushrim to flex in and 

give the wheel-chair user an extra inch or so when 

squeezing into very tight doorways. This product is 

unlike anything offered by any other company and a 

must have for everyday users of wheelchairs (see 

left picture).

Blade LXL
The Blade LXL is the lightest performance 
wheelchair wheel on the market. Developed as an 
incredibly stylish and aesthetically pleasing wheel 
with a clean design of its own, never sacrificing 
performance and durability. The Blade LXL 
features a 17 mm bead width rim, a new mini-
malistic hub design and of course the patented 
PBO bladed fiber spokes (see right picture).

The Blade LXL wheel is also available with carbon 
rim (Spinergy carbon blade)

The Spinergy Outdoor wheel package is 
designed with push efficiency and wheel-
chair performance in mind. By selecting the 
correct wheel size, you can minimize the 
change to ride height compared to your 
standard street wheels. Example - If your 
everyday wheels are 24” (540) with a 1” tire, 
then by selecting the 22” (501) Outdoor 
Package the ride height could stay the same 
or be reduced by only ~ ¼” (exact results can 
vary) (see left picture).

Spinergy Offroad

Note

All Spingergy wheels
are available in the sizes 
24", 25", 26" and 28", also 
in combination with different 
spoke colours (see picture above).

The latest design evolution from Spinergy that 
takes wheel performance to the next level. The 
Sport Lite Extreme SLX X-Laced with patented 
4mm PBO FIBER spokes provides added tor-
sional stiffness and a quicker push response. 
Developed for athletes wanting to turn up the dial 
a little more in wheelchair performance (see left 
picture).

X-SLX  Lite Extreme X-Laced


